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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper concerns the fast numerical factorization of degree a + b polynomials in a 
neighborhood fthe polynomial x a. We want to obtain the so-called splitting of one such polynomial, 
i.e., a degree a factor with roots close to zero and a degree b factor with roots close to infinity. An 
important application of splitting is complete polynomial factorization or root finding. 
A new algorithm for splitting polynomials i presented. This algorithm requires O(d log e -1)1+6 
floating point operations, with O(log e-l) 1+~ bits of precision. As far as complexity is concerned, 
this is the fastest algorithm known by the authors for that problem. 
Keywords- -Po lynomia l  equations, Factorization, Splitting. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main motivation of this paper is to develop fast algorithms for solving univariate polynomials. 
Although this is a rather old subject, important progress has taken place in recent years (see the 
review by Pan [1]). 
The problem of solving univariate polynomials may be reduced to factorization. Once a factor- 
ization f = gh is known, factors g and h may be factorized recursively, until one obtains degree 1 
or 2 factors. 
Fast algorithms for factorizing a degree d polynomial may proceed by performing a change of 
coordinates and a small number (say O(log log d)) iterations of Graeffe's transformation. Graeffe's 
transformation (also studied by Dandelin and by Lobatchevski) was developed and extensively 
used before the advent of digital computers (see [2;3, pp. 318-331]). For more recent applications, 
see [4-7]. 
Graeffe's transformation replaces a polynomial f(x) by the polynomial Gf(x) = ( - -1 )d f (v~)  
f( - -v/~).  The roots of the new polynomial are the square of the roots of the old polynomial. The 
effect of Graeffe's iteration is to "pack" the roots into clusters near zero and infinity, leaving a 
wide enough root-free annulus. 
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The next (and crucial) step is to factorize this new polynomial into factors having all the roots 
close to zero (respectively, infinity). This is called splitting. 
Finally, it is necessary to return from Graeffe's iteration. Explicitly, if Gf(x)  = Gg(x)Gh(x), 
one may set g(x) = gcd(Gg(z2), f (x))  and h(x) = f (z) /g(x) .  
Known splitting algorithms require O(d 1+~) arithmetic operations, with O((d(d -  log e)) 1+~) 
bits of precision. They produce approximate factors g and h such that [If - gh][ < e. We will 
prove instead the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let R > 64(a + b) 3, a, b E N. Let f be a polynomial of degree d = a + b, such 
that a roots are contained inside the disk ](1 < R -1 and b roots are contained outside the disk 
I¢1 > R, 
Then, for e -- o(1/d), an e-approximation of the factors g and h of f may be computed within 
0 (dlog l log log  1 ) 
floating-point arithmetic operations, performed with 
o( o 1) 
bits of precision. 
The algorithm we propose in this paper requires a more moderate precision than classical ones. 
Therefore, its bit complexity is significantly lower. Moreover, we define the e-approximation i  
order to guarantee the stronger esult 
- g* l) 2 e,  
(2 ' lh , -  h*,l) _< e, 
where f = g'h* is the exact factorization. The price to pay is a larger splitting radius. If the 
original polynomial has splitting radius R, we will need to perform 
log 2 (6 + 3 log 2 d) - log 2 log 2 R 
extra Graeffe iterations, so the new splitting radius is less than 64d 3. 
It is assumed that f is given as a vector of floating point numbers. The output is also given as 
a vector of floating point numbers, and we assume as a model of computation correctly rounded 
floating-point arithmetic. 
2. SKETCH OF  THE PROOF 
2.1. Genera l  Idea  
Factoring a polynomial f is equivalent to solving the system of polynomial equations f = gh 
in the variables of the coefficients gj and hi (see below). This system may be solved by Newton 
iteration. The hypothesis R > 64(a + b) 3 of the Main Theorem defines a neighborhood of f = x a. 
We shall show that, in this neighborhood, the starting point g(0) = x a and h (°) = 1 is an 
"approximate zero" for Newton iterations. Therefore, the Newton iteration scheme will converge 
quadratically to the factors g, h of f.  
Then, we will construct an approximate Newton iteration operator that can be computed "fast" 
and that will converge to a good approximation of g and h. 
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2.2. Background of a-Theory 
Let ~ : C = -~ C = be a system of polynomials. The Newton operator N~ is defined by 
N~o : C n --~ C n, 
x ~ x - D~(x)- I~(x).  
The following invariants were introduced by Smale in [8]: 
7 (~'x) = max ( [lD~(x)-l Dk~(x)[[2 ) k, 
z) = Z @, x) 7 @, 
It was proven in [8] that if a(qa, x) < a0 < 1/7, then the Newton sequence (zi) converges 
quadratically to a root of ~ (see also [9-13]). This theorem can be generalized to an approximation 
of the Newton operator. We shall need that generalization i the sequel. 
The space ~-~d is the space of all systems of homogeneous polynomials of degree d -- (dl, •. •, dn). 
In order to work with nonhomogeneous polynomials, we may set one coordinate of the variable 
z = (Zo,..., zn) to be equal to 1 (say zo = 1). Then aafr, j3~fr, and V ~ff below are precisely a,/3, 
and V defined above. 
If z, y E C. n+l, we define their projective distance by 
dproj(Z,y) = inf IIz -AYl l  
Ilzll 
This is indeed a metric in ]pn, where points {Ay}~ec. and {Az}~ec , in ~n are replaced by their 
representation y and z. 
Under this notation, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. [14, Theorem 2]. Let f 6 7~d, z (°) e C n+l, the first coordinate ofz  (°) be nonzero, 
and 6 >_ 0 be such that (/3aft(f, z(0)) + 6)Taft(f, z(0)) < 1/16, and 7aft(f, z(°))~ < 1/384. Suppose 
that the sequence (z(i)), where the first coordinates of z (i) and z (°) are equal, satisfies 
Hz(i+u_ Naff (f,z(i)) H2 < & 
llz('/ll2 
Then, there is a zero ( of f such that 
dproj (z(i),~) _< max (2-2'-1, 66) • 
Notice that above, we have Ilz(~)]l 2 = tz~i)l 2+. . .  + Iz(~)l 2 = 1 + [z~i)l 2+. . -+  [z(~)] 2. 
2.3. Polynomial  Systems Associated to Splitting 
Let a and b be fixed. We want to split a polynomial f of degree d = a + b into factors g and h 
of degree a and b, respectively. This means that we want to factor f = gh, so that the roots of g 
are inside the disk D(R -1) and the roots of h are outside the disk D(R). 
For convenience, we choose fa -- 1. Polynomials with this property shall be called hemimonic. 
We want to solve the system 
~f (g, h) ~-f gh - f = O, 
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where g is monic of degree a. In vector notation, 
~f(g ,h )  : 
goho - fo 
glho + gohl - f l  
hb-1 + g~-lhb -- fd-1 
hb -- fd 
The system ~(g ,  h) is a system of d + 1 = a + b + 1 nonhomogeneous polynomial equations in 
d + 1 variables• 
In order to simplify the exposition, we shall assume a > b. The case b < a is similar, mutatis 
mutandis. 
The derivative of ~/ i s  given by 
D~ (g, h) : 
f ho go 
hi ho gl 
hb ". ". 
ho ga-  1 
". hi 1 
hb 
0 
go 
• • '••  
go 
gl 
• •• ••• 
ga-1 
1 
The second derivative D2~l(g, h) is a bilinear operator from C d+l x C d+l into C d+l. The 
ith coordinate of D2~f(g, h) can be represented by its Hessian matrix, with ones concentrated 
along one antidiagonal. For instance, if a = b + 1 and i = b - 1, 
1 0 
(D2~9I (g, h)) i --- 
1 0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2.4. A Good Metr ic  
In this section, we shall introduce a few norms that will play an important role in the sequel. 
In some sense, those seem to be the good norms to use for the splitting problem• Those will be 
the norms referred to in the definition of ~, #, ~ and in Theorem 1. They correspond to a scaling 
of the system ~f. 
Before doing that, we start with some intuitive motivation for such norms. First, let us consider 
the case of a polynomial with roots close to 0, say for example 
p(x) = x n + tn_lx n-1 + to, 
with sufficiently small in_ 1 and to. Then, changes in to will affect the roots much more than 
changes in tn-1. This leads us to consider a norm that for i > j emphasizes the contribution of 
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the coefficient of x j more than that of x ~. A similar reasoning holds for polynomials whose roots 
are close to 0% except that more emphasis has to be put on the higher degree coefficients. 
The problem we have at hand is that of splitting a polynomial f of degree a + b into two 
factors g and h of degree a and b, respectively, so that the roots of g are close to 0 and the roots 
of h are close to oc. Therefore, it is natural to consider a norm that captures the relative weight of 
the different coefficients as far as such coefficients affect the roots. Compare with definition (69.2) 
in [2, p. 209]. 
To make the above heuristics more precise, we introduce the following concepts. 
The polynomial 
b 
= Z 
rt=O 
will be called antimonic if h0 = 1. 
The polynomial 
aq-b 
f ( z )  : ~ fnx n 
rL:0 
will be called hemimonic (w.r.t. the splitting into factors of degrees a and b) if 
A=I. 
DEFINITION 1. For g a degree a polynomial, we set the monic norm 
[[g[lm = ~o<_~._<~ (2a-ilgi[) 2- 
For h a degree b polynomial, the antimonic norm is defined by 
Ilhll =V 0 b(2 lh l)2" 
For ~ a polynomial of degree a+b, we set the hemimonic norm with respect o the splitting (a, b) 
as 
Notice that if g is a monic polynomial with [ Ig -  xa lira sufficiently small, then all its roots are 
close to 0. Similarly, if h is antimonic with IIh - 111, small, then all its roots are next to oo. As 
to the concept of (a, b)-hemimonic, the point is that if ~ belongs to this class, then I1~ - x~ll~ 
small implies that a roots of ~ are close to 0 and b roots are close to oc. 
Although the preceding remarks are true for all norms, the definitions above give sharper 
estimates than the usual 2-norm. 
In order to make the distinction of the norm under consideration more apparent, we will try { monic }
to use the letters h to denote antimonic polynomials of degree b , respectively. 
~o hemimonie a + b 
We may estimate the norm of the operator 
D2~/(g,h)  : ( Ca+b+1, II'[Im°) x (C a+b+l, II'llm.) ~ (c a+b+l, 11'11~), 
where the norm 
(I) 
by the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. 
I ID~s(g ,h ) l l~ .~ <~ - 
x/-d-+ l 
4 
The proof of this lemma is postponed until Section 8. 
We consider the Newton operator applied to the system qzf(g, h), 
N ( f ;g ,h )  = h - D~f (g 'h ) - l~f (g 'h ) "  
Lemma 1 provides the following estimate for Smale's invariants: 
3'(~f;g,h) = [[DcP'f(g'h)-lD2qaf(g'h)l[ma-"O < I[D%~(g,h)-l[[m._.O x/d + 1 
2 - 8 ' 
/3 (VI; g, h) < [[n~$(g, h)-ll]~,__,O [[~$(g, h)ll~, 
2 
c~ (~$;g,h) _< dv/-dv/-~------~18 D~f  (g,h) -1 m.-'O [[~s (g,h)[l~. 
2.5. A Good Starting Point 
In this section, we shall prove that a good starting point for the Newton iteration is 
g(x) = x ~, h(x) = 1. 
This choice makes the matrix D~$(g, h) equal to the identity. This implies Lemma 2 
LEMMA 2. Assume that g = x d and h = 1. Then, 
D~f  (x a, 1) -1 ma-*b = 1. 
As we are using our nonstandard norms, the proof will be postponed until Section 8. 
We have: 
x /a+b+ 1 
a(~f ;g ,h )  <_ 8 
x /a+b+ 1 
8 
/3(~$;g,h) <_ I [ f -xa[[b,  
~/a+b+ 1 
~(~;g ,h )  < 
8 
H~f(g,h)Ho 
I15 - z° l l~ ,  
LEMMA 3. Let us assume that f and ~ satisfy 
and 
~-< 
I15 - z°lt~ < 
16~/a + b + 1' 
17x/a + b + 1 
Then, if  the sequences g(k) and h (k) satisfy 
g(0), h(0)) = (x a, 1), 
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with 
II(g('+'), h ('+')) - ~ (~;g( ' ) ,  h('))llm. < _~ 
II(g('), h('))llmo 
there exist ~ and h such that f = ~h, and for 
1 
k > log 2 log 2 7., 
c 
we have 
~o II(g(~),h(~))ll. ° 
-3 '  
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. We are under the hypotheses ofTheorem 1, where we set 5 = ~'/3. Indeed, 
Furthermore, 
(,:-x°,, 
' -- 8 
( 8 3) x/a+b+l 
-< 17x/a + b + 1 + 8 
1 ~'v/-~+ b + 1 
< 1-~ + 24 
1 
- 16 
3 16x/a + b + 1 
1 
384 
Therefore, if k > log21og2(1/~'), the final (g(k),h(k)) are within (projective) distance ~" from 
the true factors (~,h). | 
Moreover, it can be seen that the usual distance between (g(k), h(k)) and (~,h) is bounded 
by 4~'. Indeed, II(g (k), h(k))llma > Igal -> 1. Therefore, 
(g(k),h(k)) - )~(~,h) ma~- ~" 
Since g(k) and ~ are monic, we should have 
1 - ~'< )~ < 1 +~'. 
So, 
Later we will show the following bound. 
LEMMA 4. Let R > 4(a + b) 2. Let g be monic of degree a, with a11 roots in D(R-1). Let h be 
of degree b, with ali roots outside D(R). Let ~ = gh be hemimonic. 
Then I1(~, h)llmo <-- 3. 
Hence, assuming the conditions of Lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain 
Notice that the hypothesis R > 4(a + b) 2 is weaker than the hypothesis R > 64(a + b) 3 in the 
Main Theorem. 
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2.6. End  of the P roo f  
In order to prove the Main Theorem, we have to show that hemimonic polynomials with a 
large enough splitting annulus have small hemimonic norm. More precisely, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be an (a, b)-hemimonic polynomial, with a roots in the disk D(R-1), and 
b roots outside the disk D(R). If R > 2 max(a, b), then 
4 2 max(a, b) 
I l f -  < -5 R 
In particular, let R > 64(a + b) 3. Then, 
llf - xai]b,oo < 
1 - ((2 max(a, b))/R) 2" 
64(a + b) 2' 
The proof will be given in Section 3. 
Theorem 2 shows that the conditions of the Main Theorem imply those of Lemma 3, and it 
remains to produce the sequence (g(i),h(i)). Indeed, assume R > 64(a + b) 3, and let f have 
a roots inside the disk D(R -1) and b roots outside the disk D(R), as in the Main Theorem. 
Then, according to Theorem 2, 
3 8 
[[f -- xaH~,oo < < 64(a + b) 2 17~/a + b + 1' 
The hypothesis on [If - xa[[~,oo will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the hypotheses of the Main Theorem. There is an algorithm to compute 
(g,(i+l) ,h(i+U) of Lemma 3 out o f f ,  (g)(i) h (i), within O(dlog~ -1) floating point operations, 
performed with precision O(log ~-1), where ~ < o(1/d). 
Therefore, the e-approximation f ~ and h, e = 4g, may be computed in a total of 
floating point operations, with precision 
o(,og ) 
3. SPL ITT ING AND HEMIMONIC ITY  
We will first prove a version of Theorem 2 for monic (respectively, antimonic) polynomials. 
LEMMA 5. Let g be monic, of degree a, with roots inside the disk D(R-1), where R > 2a. Then, 
2a a 
I Ig- x IIm,oo < 
Clearly, this lemma implies the analogous result for antimonic polynomials. Indeed, if we take 
the reverse of g, which is h(x) = xag(x-1), then 
II h - 1]],,c¢ = Jig - xal]m,oo •
PROOF OF LEMMA 5. Let g be monic, with all roots (i inside D(R-1). Now, 
go-,=(-1; E 1-i (,, 
j l  <"'<j~, jk 
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So, 
,,.o,,<,(;).. 
LetL~=2~(a)R -~. Then, Lo=l, and 
a 
Li+l ( i+ l )R_ l=2a- i  _ 1 
Therefore, L1 = 2a/R. Since, in general, (a - i)/(i + 1) < a and 2a/R < 1, one gets 
2a 
Now we may prove Theorem 2. Assume that g is monic of degree a, with roots inside D(R-1). 
Assume that h is antimonic of degree b, with roots outside D(R). Let f = gh. We want to bound 
21o-~1 li~l. 
If i # a, we may distinguish two cases. For instance, assume i > a. 
analogous.) We have 
f~ = gahi-a + ~ gkhi-k. 
O<k<a 
O<i-k<b 
Hence, 
2ta-~l I~1 ~ 2 ' -a  Ih~-~l + 2 ¢-a ~ Igkl [h¢-kt 
O~k<a 
O<i-k<b 
2i-a-i+a [Ih - 111~,~ + IIg - za l l~ ,~ IIh - l l lo ,~ 
1 
< IIh - 1Ha,co + ~ IIg - x~llm,~ IIh - 111~,oo 
4 
< ~ Ilh - 1Ha,oo. 
(The case i < a is 
On the other hand, we may write fa as 
Therefore, 
Hence, 
fa = gaho + E gkha-k. 
a-b~k<a 
2i_a_a+k_i+k 
O<k<a 
O<i-k~b 
4 max (llg - xalIm,~, I h - I{{~,~) 
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The bound of Lemma 5 may be inserted in the formula above: 
f - x~ O,oo 4 2 max(a, b) 
X -<3 R 1 - ((2 max(a, b))/R) ~ 
| 
We prove Lemma 4 now. Lemma 5 implies 
2a 
Jig- x~llm,~ <- -~. 
Also, 
~00 ,,co 2b 
h -1  <_~.  
In order to bound Ilhll,, we first bound Ihol. Since f = gh is hemimonic, 
1 = gaho + Ega-khk .  
k>_l 
Moreover, 
It follows that 
Therefore, 
y~g~-khk <_ ~2 -~k llg-- ~ll~llh -III. ~ - -  
kkl kkl 
1 12 
Ihol < 1 - (4ab/3R 2) < -ft" 
4ab I hol 
3R 2 
fig, hilm,, _< ~-~ 1+ -~-- + 1+ 
12(  2 (a2 +b2) )  
<- -  2+ 
- 11  R 
12 5 30 < 
- 11  2 11 
<3.  
4. ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING THE L INEAR SYSTEM 
We will construct a first version of the algorithm of Theorem 3. The operation count will 
be O(d2). Error analysis will be dealt with in Section 5. A fast version will be constructed in 
Section 6. The proof of Theorem 3 finishes in Section 7. 
Given a, b, g, h, and ~ = gh - f ,  we will design an algorithm to solve 
h0 go 
hi h0 gl go 
• o , 
hb "'. ' .  " go 
gl 
ho ga-  1 
". hi 1 
hb ga- 1 
0 1 
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We assume at input that ga = hb = 1. We will write the algorithm recursively, but it can 
be made recursion-free by the usual techniques. The main feature of this algorithm will be to 
preserve (in some sense) the monic, antimonic, and hemimonic structure of the problem. This 
means that when ]{g-xa[[m, {[h - 1t1,, and [{qo{[~ are small, [[hg[[m and [[hh[[a should be small also. 
It will be convenient to shift to the corresponding max norm. Those will be denoted by [[.][m,oo, 
II.ll,, , and ll.ll ,oo 
Essentially, the algorithm is based on column operations, elimination of one variable, and a 
special pivoting operation. The algorithm below is written in a pseudo-code, and some lines are 
numbered for convenience. 
The input data are a and b, positive integers, and polynomials g, h, and ~, of degree, respec- 
tively, a, b, and a + b. Those polynomials are represented by the vector of their coefficients. Index 
range between i and j is written i : j .  
Therefore, the notation 
gha e-- gl:a -- gohl:b 
stands for gi ~-- gi - gohi, where 1 < i < a, b. 
The output of the algorithms are polynomials fg and 6h, of degree a and b, respectively. 
A lgor i thm Solve (big, fh )  ~ (a, b,g, h, ~) 
I f  a>b 
10 I f  a = 1 and b = 0, Return (~0:I, 1) ; 
20 gl:a ~ gl:a -- gohhb ; 
91:a--1 30 gt,,__ga ; gha-1 ~-- g, ; ga ~ 1 ; 
40 6go +-- ~0 ; 
50 ~l:b *-- qOl:b -- 6gohl:b ; 
60 (6gl:a, fh0:b) ~ Solve (a -- 1, b, gl:a, ho:b, ~l:a+b) ; 
6hQ;~ 70 6ho:b ~ g, ; 
80 6go:a ~ 6go:a -- go6ho:b ; 
90 Return (fg,6h) ; 
E lse  
100 (6hb:0, 6ga:0) ~-- Solve(b, a, hb:0,ga:0~0a+b:0) ; 
110 Return(6g, fh) ; 
Lines 100 and 110 of the algorithm refer to the following pivoting procedure. 
One replaces g and h by xbh(x  -1)  and xag(x -1 ) ,  respectively. ~ is replaced by xa+b~(x-1) .  
The algorithm Solve is called again, this time ensuring that a > b. Then, the results are pivoted 
back, so that we obtain a solution of the original problem. 
Line 10 deals with the trivial case a = 1, b = 0. This line is necessary to avoid infinite recursion. 
Line 20 performs a column operation. Namely, we add go times column 0 to b to columns a 
through a + b + 1 (recall b < a). 
Line 30 ensures that g is still monic. 
It is easy to find 6go (line 40), and then to eliminate that variable of the problem (line 50). 
Then the algorithm is called recursively (line 50), and the column operations of lines 20 and 30 
are undone at lines 70 and 80. 
This algorithm exploits the particular structure of the problem (g is almost x ~, h is almost 1). 
It has some remarkable stability properties. For instance, we can bound the norm of 6g and 6h 
in terms of the norm of the input. For clarity, we do that first without considering numerical 
error. Let's define { o } 
N = max [[g - x Ilr,,oo, l[ h - ll],,oo, [[~llo,oo • 
At line 20, we have 
[gol <- l lg-xal l r . ,oo 2-a  <-N2-a"  
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Hence, 
Ilgohl:bll,,~ < Ilgo(h - 1)11,.oo < N22 -a.  
We estimate IIgohl:bllm,~ as follows. Assume that 
]lgohl:b - gohaxaH,~,~ = max ]gohil2 a- i  
O<i<a 
was attained at i, i # 0: 
Hgohx:b - -gohaxaHm,~ < N22 -2i < N22 -2. 
Therefore, 
(20) N (1 + . gl:a -- ga (20)xa m,c¢ -< N2-2)  
The norm above is taken as if gl:a was a degree a polynomial, with lowest coefficient 0. In the 
sequel, gl:~ will be treated as a degree a - 1 polynomial. This does not increase its norm. 
At line 30, we first perform the operation gt *-- g~. The value of ga was possibly modified at 
line 20 (provided a = b) and 
g,(30) = tg20[ > 1 - Igo[  Ih~[ > 1 - N22 -2a. 
Hence, 
Therefore, 
~7 1 + N2 -2 2i_a. 
gi < N1 _ N22 -2a 
(30) _ xa-1  < N 1 + N2 -2  2 i_a+a_ l _ i+  1 < N 1 + N2 -2 
gl:a m,~ - 1 - -  N22 -2a  - 1 -- N22  -2a 
1 + N2 -2 1 
<N N 
- 1 - (N2-2)  2 - 1 - 2 -2N"  
At line 40, we have 
I@01 = I 0J < 11 11 , 2 - °  < N2 - °  
At line 50, 
[hi[ _< N2 - i .  
So [Sgohi[ _< 2-a - iN  2. On the other hand, [~i] < 2-1a-i lN. Since we are choosing i < b < a, 
then [a - i[ = a - i. Therefore, 
I(Pi - @ohi] < 2 i - "N  (1 + 2 -2 iN) .  
If ~l:a+b is considered as a polynomial of degree (a - 1) + b, one gets 
(50) 
~l:a-4-b -- ~(a50)Xa-1 11,,3o -< g (1 + 2 -2N)  . 
Line 60 performs a recursive call to the algorithm Solve, where the norm N was replaced 
by N/ (1  - N) .  Upon return, let's assume that 5g and 5h have norm bounded by some N '  > 
g/ (1  - N) .  
At line 70, one obtains 
5ho:b ,,,co 1 N I (70) <- 115ho:bll"'~ 1 -- 2 -2aN 2 < 1 - 2 -2aN 2" 
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Before execution of line 80 
116gllm,oo -< max {N', t6g012a} - max {N', N} _< N'.  
So, 
11,Sho:btlm,~ ~ 2 a 11'Sho:bll,,oo, 
NN'  
. .L ,,lgoonO:blm,oo < 1 -2 -aN 2" 
Hence, 
(so) N , (  N ) N' 
go:a < 1+ 1-2 -2aN 2 <-- 1 -N  - - - -~"  
In order to bound the values of N and N'  throughout the execution of the recursive algorithm, 
one may define the recurrence 
N, 
Y~+l - 1 -N~'  
where N~ bounds N at recurrence step i < a + b and bounds the norm N ~ at step 2a + 2b - i, for 
i>a+b.  
The general term of this recurrence is, for k < l/N0, 
1 
Nk-  
(1~No) - k 
If one fixes, for instance, No < 1/4(a + b), then N2a+2b < 1/2(a + b). 
5. ERROR ANALYS IS  OF  THE ALGORITHM SOLVE 
In this section, we develop the rigorous error analysis of the Algorithm Solve. We assume that 
this algorithm is executed in finite precision floating point arithmetic. The machine arithmetic 
is supposed to satisfy the "1 + e" property. 
If [] is one of the operations +, - ,  *, /, and a and b are floating point numbers, the 
machine computes fl(a [] b), where fl is a rounding-off operator such that 
fl(a [] b) = (a [] b)(1 + e), 
and 
e = e(a, b, VI) < era, 
where c,~ is a small constant called the "machine psilon." 
Let No be the max-norm of the input (g -gax  a, h-1 ,  ~v) to the Algorithm Solve. N2a+2b is the 
max norm of Sg and 6h at output. Z2a+2b is the norm of the error at output. Norms are taken 
as II'llm,oo, II'll,,oo, or II.ll~,oo, according to convenience. Also, we will rather look at IIg - g,~xall,n 
(respectively, IIh - 111,) than to Ilgllr, (respectively, Ilhll,). 
Using the above notation, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that 
1 1 
No <- )t4"a + b-----"~ and No <_ 1"-'6' 
and that 
Let k < 2a + 2b. Then, 
and 
1 
£m <: 24(a + b)" 
1 
Nk<~ 
a+b'  
EL 5 12000em. 
Theorem 4 implies that the algorithm Solve will stay within the error bound of Theorem 3, 
provided its input satisfies the condition in No. To see that, just set em= (1/12000)~. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Consider first the following procedure: 
w ~- Au + v, 
where w, A, u, and v are complex numbers. Assume we are in the presence of numerical error 
arising from two sources: the input ),, u and v and rounding-off. So, the actual computation 
becomes 
w + 6w = ((A + 6A) (u + 6u) (1 + el) + (v + (Sv)) (1 + e2), (2) 
where JEll and [e21 are both smaller than era. We subtract the equality w = Au + v from 
equation (2), and get 
6w = (A + ¢SA)6u (1 + el) (1 + e2) 
+ (v + 6v)c2 + 6v 
+ 6~ u (1 + ~1) (1 + ~2) 
+ Au (el + c2 + ele2) • 
Furthermore, 
So, 
Iw + 6w I < (IA + ¢SAllu + 6u I (1 + ern) + Iv +/Svl) (1 + era). 
I~o + ,Swl <_ (p, + ,5:ql~, + ~,1 + Iv + ,~vl) (1 + ,~)~ 
I,Swl ~ (1~ + ,5,~1t,5ul + lull~l) (1 + c~) 2 
+ Iv + ,Svl,m + I,Svl + I~llul (2,m + ,~),  
Hence, 
2°-'1~ + ,~,1 -< [(2al; ~ + ~1) (2% +,~,1) 2 -~' + 2~-'1~ + ~1] (1 + ,m) ~ 
2'~-~16w1 < (2"IA + 6AI 2~16u12-2~ + 2~1ul2 a 1~5A12 - s) (1 + ~m) 2 
+ 2"-il v + 6vl,,~ + 2"-'16vl + 2"lAI2~lul 2-2~ (2,~ + e~).  
Now, assume that v and w (respectively, u) are endowed with the monic (respectively, anti- 
monic) norm. Now, we consider the following line: 
WO:a ~ )~UO:a q- VO:a. 
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i, 
ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
V. 
vi. 
Then, 
This corresponds to line 80. It also bounds what happens in lines 20 and 50 of the algorithm. 
Summing up, we show the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Assume that 
Ilullo,oo, li~ + ~ullo,oo < N.  
Ilvllm,oo, II. + 6vll~,oo < N. 
I~l, I~ + ~1 < 2 - °y .  
116ull,,o~ < E. 
II~vll~,oo < E. 
I~l  < 2 -°E .  
Ilwll~,oo, IIw + 6wll~,oo ~ (N + N 2) (I + era) 2 , 
and 
II~wllm,~ 2NE (1 + era) 2 + Nero + E + N 2 (2era + e2m) .
We consider now the double recurrence 
Ni 1 
N~+i- 1-N i  1-3era' 
1 
Ei+i = E~ (1 + 4N~+i) 1 - 2e--------~ + 8N~+iem. 
;J~ 12a+2b and [157"12a+2b bound the norm and the forward error, LEMMA 7. The sequences ~ ij~=0 t~J~=0 
respectively, of the values of g, h, ~, 6g, and 6h (in the appropriate norm) computed by the 
algorithm Solve. 
PI~OOF. Lemma 6 models what happens in lines 20, 50, and 80. We are left with two divisions 
(lines 30 and 70) that may at most multiply N by (1/g')(1 + era). 
Let E be the "forward error" at the beginning of line 20 (respectively, 50, 80). We denote by 
E' a bound of the error after the operation of line 20 (respectively, 50, 80). We want a bound E" 
of the error after line 30 (respectively, 50, or the combination of lines 70 and 80). 
E'  will be replaced by E" >_ (1/g')E' + (N/g')em. Therefore, after lines 20 and 30, we have 
new values N' and E" bounded by 
N '< (N+N 2) ( i+em)  2
- Ig ' l  (i + era). 
As Ig'l > 1 - N22 -2a, we get that 
Furthermore, 
1 + N 
N' < N (1 + era) 3 
- 1 - N 2 
< N (1 + era) 3 
1 -N  
1 1 
<N- -  
1 -N  1 - 3ern" 
I~ E, N'  E" <_ Ig'l + ]~-~em 
<- I - N2 /4  
<- 1 - x2/41 (E(i + 2x)(1 + + 41v ,  + 
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But, 
So, 
1 N 2 N 4 N 2 
1 - N2/4 - 1 + -4-- + -~ "+ ' ' ' -<1+ 2 
E"  ~ E (1 + 4N') (1 + era) 2 + 8N'em 
1 
< E (1 + 4N') - -  + 8N'em. 
1 - 2era 
Composition of lines 70 and 80 is similar, since dividing 6h by 9' is certainly less problematic 
than dividing the final result by g'. So, for norm-increase and error-bound estimates, we can 
invert the order of those operators and use the previous bound. | 
The general term for Ni is given by the following. Set 
1 
P 1 - 3e----~' 
Then, 
pi 
N~= 
1~No - (1 + p+ p2 +. . .  + pi-1)" 
We will show the following bounds. 
LEMMA 8. Let k E N be fixed, and assume that 0 < i < k, No _< min(1/2k, 1/10), and em< 
1/12k. Then, 
(1) Ni is well defined. 
(2) N~ < 2/k. 
(3) E~<k N, < 2. 
(4) I-[,_<k(1 + 4Ni) < 54 = 625. 
Lemma 8 may be used to bound Ei as follows: 
( l+4Np~ ( l+4Np~ 
Ei=Eo H i--~em] +8 E emNj H \l-2em/" 
O<_p<i o<j<i j+l<_p<_~ 
Since E0 = 0, we bound 
z, < E H (1+ 4Np) 1:2-K 
o<_j<_i 0_<p<i 
Using the results of Lemma 8, one obtains 
1 i 
Ei <= lOOOOem (1 -2era) • 
Moreover, we have 
// 1 ~ i 1 1 6 L ) 1-2era - 1-2iem - 1 - (1 /6 )  - 5" 
This follows from the fact that (1/(1 - x))(1/(1 - y)) < 1/(1 - (x + y)), x and y positive and 
small, and from induction on i. So, Ei < 12000era. 
Since there are a + b recursion calls, we set k = 2a + 2b, and Theorem 4 is proven. | 
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PKOOF OF  LEMMA 8. 
Formula  
can be used to estimate 
1 
pi  < _ _  
1 - 3i~rn 
/ -1  < 1 / (1 -3 iem) -1  
p - 1 - 1 / (1  - 3~,-,,) - 1 
1 - 3~m 3 i~m < - -  
- 1 - 3 iem 36m 
1 - 3era . 
- 1 - 3 iem 
1 
< - - i .  
- 1 - 3 iem 
Therefore, using the hypothesis em< 1/12k, we have 3iem _< 3kern < 1/4 and 
pi - 1 1 4. 
~ <  i=g~.  
p-1  - 1 -1 /4  
Using equation (4), we may bound the general term Ni by 
/ 
N~< 
l /No  - (4/3)i" 
This implies item 1. 
Formula 3, together with hypothesis em < 1/12k implies / < 4/3. Thus, 
4 1 
N~ < -~ 1~No - (4/3)i" 
Using 1~No > 2k, we obtain 
2 
g~<~.  
This proves item 2. Item 3 is now trivial. To prove item 4, notice that 
16 1 1/No - (4/3)i + 16/3 
I+4N~___  I+- -  = 
3 1~No - (4/3)i 1~No - (4/3)i 
This can be rewritten 
1~No - (4/3)( / -  4) 
1 +4N~ _< 
1~No - (4/3)i 
Therefore, for k _> 4, the product of (1 + 4Ni) may be bounded by 
(1/No + 16/3)-.. (I/No - (4/3)(k - 4)) 
H (1 + 4N,) < ( i /No). . .  (I/No - (4/3)k) 
i_<k 
(1/No + 16/3) (i/No + 12/3) (I/No + 8/3) (1/No + 4/3) < 
(3) 
(4) 
(1/No - (4/3) (k -  3)) (1/No - (4/3) (k-2)) (l/N0 - (4/3) (k -  1)) (1/No - (4/3) (k)) 
(1 /No+16/3)  4 
< 1 /No-  (4/3)k 
< \ (2/3)k ] 
< 54 = 625. 
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6. WRONG ALGORITHMS RUN FASTER 
The algorithm Solve is based on operations of the form 
gl :a  ~-- g l :a  -- goh l :b .  
At first glance, the operation count would be around 8(d+ (d -  1) + . . .  ). This can be estimated 
to 4d 2. 
However, a more careful study proves that not all those arithmetic operations need to be 
performed. One can save computer work at a cost of introducing some "extra" truncation error. 
Indeed, if the norms of g and h above are bounded by N, we have just seen that 
and 
[go[ < 2-aN,  
[g0hi[ _< 2 -a - iN  2. 
What about skipping the operation gi ~- gi - gohi? The resulting truncation error (in the 
appropriate norm) will be bounded by 
2 a-i  [gohi[ < 2-2iN2. 
If this is less than Nero, the error analysis of Lemma 6 and of Section 5 will still hold. Therefore, 
we will obtain a result within the error bound in Theorem 4. 
The same is true for divisions in lines 30 and 70 of the algorithm. 
Thence, we may replace lines like 
g l :a  +-- g l :a  - -  goh l :b  
by 
gl:j *-- gl:j - g0hl:j, 
where j = log 2 1/e and e is our error bound. 
The operation count is now 4d log l /e  floating point operations, where it is assumed that 
c < 1/24d. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 3. All that remains is to check that, for each Newton 
iteration, the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Namely, we need 
1 1 
No_<~-~ and NO<l-  6. 
Under the conditions of the Main Theorem and according to Theorem 2, 
3 
II f - ~11~,~ < 64d ~.  
Also, if f = g'h* is the exact factorization, Lemma 5 implies that 
2a a 
IIg* -x~ll~,~ < -~ < 32d----~, 
2b b 
IIh* - 111°,~ < ~ < 32d--~" 
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Moreover, it is known that the distance of an approximate zero to the exact zero is bounded 
by 2~. This bound can be further sharpened, see [9]. So, 
d((g, h), (g*, h*)) < 2a <_ 2 - -  
v~+l  3~/d + 1 
8 64d 2 
Using (d + 1)/d 2 < 2/d, one obtains 
3 
2a <- -  
- 128d" 
Hence, 
3 
IIg - x'~ll~ ~ I Ig -g* l lm ÷ IIg* - x'~ll,~ ~ 128d 
1 
Ith - 111,, < {th - h* l lo  + t lh* - 111,, < 16d"  
1 1 
- -  + 3--2~ -< 16---d ' 
We still need an estimate of {If - ghll~. We write 
f -  gh = ( f  - x a) - (gh -  x a) 
= ( f -  x a) - (g -  x a) (h -  1) - (g -  x a) - xa(h -  1). 
Therefore, the norms satisfy 
I l l  - ghl l~ <_ {{f - x'~ll~ + II(g - x a) (h - 1)lh, ÷ Iig - xallm ÷ IIh - l l la .  
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let g be monic and h antimonic. Then, 
d 
I I(g - x a) (h - 1)11~ ~ ~. IIg - x'~ll , ,  I Ih - i l i a .  
From this, we derive that 
1 1 1 1 1 
]If - ghli~ <- ~ + ~ + ~ + 16---d -< 4-d" 
If d > 2, then 1/4d < 1/10. In the particular case d = 2, we also have 
1 1 1 1 1 
i i / -  ~hli~ < 1-~ + 1-~ + ~ + ~ < 1-6' 
almost finishing the proof of Theorem 3. It remains to prove Lemma 9. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 9. Set 
g* --_ g --  x a, 
h* -- h -  1, 
and ~ = g'h*. We note that for 0 < i < d 
~0 i = 
min(a,i) 
gk i-k. 
k=max(O#-b) 
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Now we estimate, 
I1 '11 ,1 
i 
=E 
min(a,i) 
21o- J Ig h;-kl 
k=max(0,i- b) 
min(a,i) 
Ig l 2 Ih;- l • 
k=max(O,i-b) 
Using the fact k < min(a, i), one obtains 
la - il - a - i + 2k < -2  min(a, i) + 2k, 
and hence, 
min(a.i) 
I1~11~,1 < ~ ~ 2-2min(a'i)+2k lie*lira IIh*ll. 
i k=max(O,i-b) 
(1  1 1 ) -<llg*llmllh*L?. +~+~+,  
1 -< lie*tim IIh*ll,, ~-~ g 
i<d 
d 
< ~ IIg*ll~ IIh*ll., 
where in the chain of inequalities, we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. So, 
d 
]I~ll~ <~ II~ll~,~  5 IIg*ll~ IIh*ll.. 
8. PROOF OF  REMAIN ING LEMMATA 
8.1. Proof  of Lemma 1 
Notice that for each i with 0 < i < a + b+ 1, we have that the ira component of D2~f(g, h) is 
given by 
where the sum is taken over a range of subindices j such that the corresponding coefficients make 
sense and ~j and ~j (respectively, hj and hi) are elements of the tangent space to the affine 
linear manifold of monic (respectively, antimonic) polynomials. To estimate the operator norm 
mentioned above, we bound 
with II(~,h)llma = 1 and II(y,h)llma = 1. Now, we estimate ach of the sums in equation (5). 
Recall that 
21~-il 
O<j<a 
0<~-j<b 
<- / ( lo<j<amax 2 'a-i '-a-i+2j) Ilgllr. ~ • 
\0<i-j<b 
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To estimate 
Ma,b o.f= ( max 2 la-~'l-a-~'+2j) 
O<_j<a 
\O<i-j<_b 
we consider the cases i < a and i > a. In the former, we get 
since 0 < i - j. In the latter, 
since j < a. 
A similar reasoning ives 
21a_il_a_i+2j = 22j_2i < 1 
-4 '  
2[a_il_a_i+2j = 22(j_a) < 1 
Now we recall that 
and 
Hence, 
O<i<a+b 
Therefore, 
21a-il 
0_<j<a 
O<i-j<_b 
~41 ll~llm h . 
Ilgll~+ h =1,  
_2+ i Ilgll~ ~ =1.  
21a_il (D2~f(g,h)(.~,-~,~,~))i 2 < 1 2 
_< (a+b+l)16 (g'h ~ (g'h) m. 
< (a+b+l )  
- 16 
IlD2cpf(g,h)llm,__.~ <_ - -  
dv"-d-'+ l 
8.2. P roo f  of Lemma 2 
We have to estimate the norm of the operator D~f(g, h) -1 in the case g = x a and h = 1. 
Notice that in this case 
Dqof(xa,1)_l = [I0+1 0] 
h ' 
where Ik denotes the k × k identity matrix. 
Now, if 
= ~0z  ° +. . .  + ~a+bz  a+b, 
with II~tlb = 1, then 
Hence, 
and 
22t"-~II~I 2 = I, 
O<_i<_a+b+l 
D~.,, (~°, 1) -1 .~ ~,= tt~tt~ = 1. 
D~of (x a, I) - I  m.--,~ = i. 
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9. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES 
The algorithm described in this paper was implemented in ANSI C language, using double 
precision of the machine. Polynomials were selected at random, so that  I [ f -  xa[[~,oo < 1/10. 
Each experience was performed with 10 random polynomials. For the speeding of Section 6, 
the value j = 30 was used. The source code of the above mentioned program is available upon 
request from the authors. 
Table 1 shows the number of iterations necessary to obtain approximate factors g and h, so 
that  I I f -  ghl[~,oo < 10-1°. 
Table 2 shows the average rror IIf - ghl[ ~,oo after 10 iterations of the algorithm, together with 
the average running time. 
The machine used was an IBM Risc 6000. 
Table 1. Average number of iterations of the algorithm. 
Degree Iterations 
100 4.9 
200 5.0 
300 4.9 
400 5.0 
500 4.9 
600 4.9 
700 4.7 
800 4.7 
900 5.0 
1000 4.9 
Degree Iterations 
1100 5.0 
1200 4.8 
1300 4.6 
1400 4.8 
1500 4.8 
1600 4.9 
1700 4.9 
1800 5.0 
1900 4.7 
2000 4.9 
Degree 
100 3.6 
200 2.5 
300 4.4 
400 3.2 
500 2.3 
600 3.0 
700 2.8 
800 2.6 
900 2.3 
1000 3.2 
Table 2. Average rror and running time. 
Distance x 10-17 User time (s) Degree Distance x 10-17 
0.i0 1100 3.3 
0.20 1200 2.4 
0.30 1300 3.6 
0.40 1400 2.7 
0.51 1500 2.1 
0.60 1600 2.2 
0.74 1700 2.6 
0.83 1800 2.7 
0.93 1900 1.8 
1.06 2000 3.0 
User time (s) 
1.16 
1.26 
1.37 
1.48 
1.57 
1.70 
1.85 
1.90 
2.04 
2.14 
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